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1. Introduction
In the last decade, the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) market has been experiencing
an impressive growth that began with the broad acceptance of the IEEE 802.11 standard [1].
Given the widespread deployment of WLANs and the increasing requirements of multimedia
applications, the need for high capacity and enhanced reliability has become imperative.
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology and its single receiving antenna version,
MISO (Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO), promise a significant performance boost and
have been incorporated in the emerging IEEE 802.11n standard [2].
Several multiple antenna transmission techniques such as spatial multiplexing and transmit
beamforming are used to provide rapid and robust point-to-point wireless connectivity. On
the other hand, due to the inherent diversity of the MIMO channel, it is possible to achieve
simultaneous point-to-multipoint transmissions and serve multiple users at the same time,
through the same frequency. The MIMO multiuser transmission concept, where multiple
users are served through different data streams, can increase the overall system capacity
when compared to single-user MIMO transmission, where all streams are dedicated to just
one user [3].
Even though IEEE 802.11n has been designed with MIMO technology in mind, its main focus
is on maximizing throughput in point-to-point transmissions, through spatial multiplexing
and mechanisms such as frame aggregation. Neither the standard nor the majority of related
work consider any Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanisms for multiuser scheduling,
thus leaving a significant MIMO capability unexploited. As accurately pointed out in [4],
there is a need for low-complexity multiuser transmission schemes, especially for downlink
communications.
Recently, the IEEE 802.11ac task group has been working on an amendment of the 802.11
standard aiming to extend the total network throughput beyond the gigabit-per-second
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barrier. The new draft standard contemplates, among other things, multiuser transmissions
in the downlink but leaves many open issues, especially on multiuser scheduling.
Motivated by this open line of work, this chapter is dedicated to the investigation of
solutions for the incorporation of multiuser capabilities in IEEE 802.11n/ac WLAN systems
by using Cross-Layer (CL) information, while maintaining backward compatibility with the
standard. The main contribution is the design of a number of opportunistic channel-aware
multiple antenna MAC schemes that handle multiuser downlink transmissions and explore
the advantages that can be gained by exploiting multiuser diversity. Backward compatibility
with the existing 802.11n standard and possible integration within the new 802.11ac draft
standard are also key issue.
The remaining part of this chapter is divided into six sections. Section 2 provides an
overview of the state of the art on multiuser MAC layer protocols, a review of the multiuser
mechanism included in the 802.11ac draft standard and the additional challenges that arise
from simultaneous transmissions. Section 3 discusses the problem statement and presents the
Employed beamforming transmission technique. The description of the proposed multiuser
MAC schemes is given in Section 4. Section 5 provides the performance evaluation of the
proposed schemes and discusses the obtained trade-offs and finally, Section 6 closes the
chapter with some general conclusions.
2. State of the art
Multiuser transmissions require the use of multiple antenna transmission techniques and
advanced signal processing at the Physical (PHY) layer, as well as more complex MAC layer
schemes. An overview of the most representative transmission techniques for smart antennas
and MIMO systems is given in Section 2.1, whereas the available multiuser MAC schemes
are presented in Section 2.2. Finally, a brief description of the multiuser capabilities of the
IEEE 802.11ac draft standard and the relevant open issues are presented in Section 2.3.
2.1. PHY layer techniques for multiple antenna systems
In recent years, the technology of smart antennas has been widely investigated in an effort
to increase the capacity of wireless networks. A smart antenna system combines multiple
spatially distributed antenna elements with intelligent signal processing algorithms that
adjust the antenna radiation pattern in order to achieve some desired objective. Smart
antennas can be classified into three categories according to their level of intelligence [5]:
• The switched beam antennas have the lowest intelligence and can employ beamforming
towards specific, predefined directions.
• The dynamically phased antennas can determine the direction of arrival of a received signal
and steer a beam towards that direction to enhance reception.
• Finally, the adaptive array antennas can additionally adjust their radiation pattern to null
out interference sources.
MIMO systems employ smart antenna technology with a high level of intelligence, aiming
to improve transmission rates and enhance reliability and robustness. The term MIMO
implies the availability of at least two antennas at each end of the communication link.
When multiple antennas are employed only at the transmitter side the system is known
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as Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO), whereas Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO)
systems imply a single transmitting and multiple receiving antennas.
There are several techniques for the exploitation of multiple antennas at the PHY layer,
schematically illustrated in Figure 1. A brief description of each technique will be given
next, but more detailed explanation can be found in [6] and [7].
The most conventional techniques are beamforming and interference suppression, shown
in Figure 1a. By means of beamforming, the received signal strength of a point-to-point
communication link is increased thus resulting to higher supported data rates and extended
coverage range. Interference suppression is achieved by steering the nulls of the antenna
radiation pattern towards specific directions. This technique can be employed to reduce the
interference produced by the transmitter but also to limit the received interference by other
systems. As a result the link reliability and the spectral efficiency of the system are enhanced.
Another very efficient technique is spatial diversity that effectively mitigates multi-path
fading and therefore provides increased robustness against errors (Figure 1b). Depending on
whether the multiple antenna elements are placed at the receiver (SIMO) or the transmitter
(MISO), the spatial diversity schemes can be classified as receive and transmit diversity,
respectively. In receive-diversity schemes, independently faded copies (due to different
propagation paths) of the same signal arrive at each antenna element of the receiver and are
appropriately combined or selected to enhance reception [8]. In transmit-diversity schemes
the same signal is transmitted over multiple antennas after some processing has taken place
to ensure that the received multiple copies of the signal will be successfully separated by the
receiver [9][10][11]. Clearly, in MIMO systems, joint receive and transmit diversity schemes
can be implemented.
A very powerful transmit-diversity technique that achieves both diversity and coding gain is
the Space-Time Coding (STC) that involves signal coding over space (multiple antennas) and
time (multiple symbol times). There are two main approaches to STC design, the Space-Time
Trellis Coding (STTC) [12] and the Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) [13][14]. STTC provides
considerable coding and diversity gains with the cost of high decoding complexity. On the
other hand, STBC is less efficient since it mainly offers diversity gain (and minimal or zero
coding gain) but has the significant property of using linear decoding at the receiver.
Another PHY layer technique is spatial multiplexing (Figure 1c), according to which multiple
independent data streams are simultaneously transmitted in the same frequency spectrum
using multiple antennas. The receiver manages to extract the data streams from the received
signal by employing spatial processing techniques that exploit multi-path fading. As a
result, the throughput performance is increased. A very popular and spectral efficient spatial
multiplexing scheme is V-BLAST (Vertical- Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time) [15]. As
far as point-to-multipoint links are concerned, the spatial multiplexing of signals known as
SDMA allows multiple simultaneous transmissions in the same frequency, thus multiplying
the capacity of the system [16].
Summarizing, the main PHY layer techniques that are available in multiple antenna systems
are beam-forming, interference cancellation, spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing. These
techniques can be used separately or in combination, to obtain the desired effect. Finally, it
has been demonstrated that there is a fundamental trade-off between diversity gain and
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spatial multiplexing gain that reflects to a design decision in favor of increased reliability or
throughput, respectively [17][18].
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Figure 1. Multiple antenna transmission techniques
2.2. MAC protocols for multiuser transmissions
An overview of the most representative examples of multiuser scheduling and resource
allocation can be found in [19]. The authors stress that selecting the best user subset for each
transmission is the key to achieving multiuser diversity, but also point out several practical
issues that must be taken care of, including the need for feedback acquisition on the channel
state.
A significant number of contributions has been dedicated to the development of user
selection and scheduling algorithms in the context of multiple antenna systems. An early
work proposes the first-fit algorithm, a sub-optimum but less complex scheduling method
that selects sets of packets that can be transmitted simultaneously [20]. However, one of
the basic assumptions of this work is that the channel between the base station and the
users is quasi-static and is considered known by the base-station, whereas scenarios with
varying channel conditions are left for future consideration. In [21] the authors propose a
SDMA/TDMA scheduler that assigns packets to time slots depending on their Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements. Multiple packets can be spatially multiplexed in the same slot
if they satisfy a Signal-to-Noise-and-Interference Ratio (SNIR) constraint. Again, this work
mainly focuses on the scheduling policy and assumes that the spatial signature and QoS
requirements for each packet are acquired during an initial admission phase.
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Nevertheless, in realistic scenarios the channel condition cannot be considered known and a
feedback mechanismmust be established. Naturally, there is a trade-off between the potential
performance enhancement when the channel is known and the reduced efficiency due to the
introduced control overhead required for the feedback mechanism. One way to decrease
feedback is by applying a threshold to exclude users with poor channel conditions from
gaining access to the channel. This idea has been extensively studied in [22]. This work
offers some guidelines for the threshold selection but it does not consider a specific multiple
access scheme, nor the implementation of an actual feedback acquisition mechanism. In a
different approach, binary feedback (1 or 0) is used by users to express whether they satisfy
the threshold condition [23]. The idea is effective but assumes the presence of a dedicated
low bit rate feedback channel, which is not the case in IEEE 802.11 based WLANs. Finally,
another proposal combines the principle of splitting algorithms with threshold selection to
determine the user with the best channel in less than three slots on average [24]. This work
has been extended to provide detection of multiple users with good channel and needs on
average 4.4 slots to find the best two users in the system [25].
Finally, there are some contributions that aim to include multiuser MAC schemes for IEEE
802.11 based systems. One example is the Multi-User Distributed Coordination Function
(MU-DCF), presented in [26], that uses a four-way handshake that begins with a polling
multiuser RTS frame. However there are several issues, mostly regarding the PHY layer
implementation, that are not considered. A mathematical model for a downlink multiuser
scheme for IEEE 802.11 is given in [27]. They show that performance can be improved by
exploiting spatial multiplexing and conclude that there is still a need to design a modified
MAC to support multiple transmissions and perform a good channel estimation mechanism.
2.3. Multiuser transmissions in the IEEE 802.11ac draft standard
In an effort to obtain WLAN throughputs beyond the gigabit per second barrier, a new draft
standard, the IEEE 802.11 ac, is being developed, to extend the 802.11n capabilities in the 5
GHz band. The main target of the IEEE 802.11ac draft standard is to provide high aggregate
throughput beyond 1 Gbps. The task group is currently in the process of developing the draft
7.0 version of the standard, with the final approval of the amendment expected towards the
first quarter of 2014.
An important innovative feature of IEEE 802.11ac is the support of point-to-multipoint
transmissions that are possible thanks to the multiuser capability of MIMO systems. In
other words, a MU-MIMO capable device can transmit multiple packets simultaneously to
multiple destinations. A maximum number of four users can be simultaneously supported
and up to eight spatial streams can be employed for transmissions (with a maximum of four
spatial streams per user).
The standard is not yet in its final form, but the most prevailing approach so far for
the scheduling of multiple data frames is presented in [28]. The authors propose some
modifications to the IEEE 802.11 backoff procedure and introduce new mode known as
sharing of the transmission opportunity limit (TXOP). The main idea is that when a station
gains access to the channel, it may be allowed to transmit simultaneously multiple packets
that may belong to different access categories (i.e., traffic priorities), something that was not
permitted in previous versions of IEEE 802.11. However, the exact rules of packet selection
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among the different access categories, and more generally, user and resource allocation issues
and rate adaptation are not explicitly defined in the IEEE 802.11ac draft standard and pose
interesting open issues.
3. System setup and multiuser physical layer
This section discusses the problem statement and describes the considered setup. In
continuation, a brief description of the channel model is given and the multiuser transmission
technique used at the PHY layer is explained. In general, the IEEE 802.11n MIMO
specification with OFDM has been considered as the base for the PHY layer, with some
modifications that will be explained in this section.
3.1. Problem statement and system setup
As indicated in the state of the art, it can generally be said that most contributions on
multiuser transmission schemes focus on particular aspects of the problem and simplify
the rest. Usually, when the focus is laid on the PHY layer transmission techniques, practical
mechanisms for the channel access and the feedback acquisition are not considered, whereas
multiuser MAC schemes often fail to consider PHY layer implementation issues. For
example, some schemes optimize resource allocation but ignore feedback mechanisms and
others minimize the required feedback but assume a dedicated control channel and a less
sophisticated scheduling policy.
This chapter will introduce a multiuser MAC mechanism that handles in a joint manner
the processes of channel access, scheduling, channel estimation and feedback acquisition,
in conjunction with a low-complexity beamforming technique at the PHY layer. The
proposed schemes have been designed in the context of a downlink communication channel
in an infrastructure WLAN in which multiple antennas are available at the transmitter
side. Without loss of generality, a MISO scenario with single-antenna users has been
considered, even though the presented analysis can be also applied to MIMO systems with
multiple-antenna users.
The considered setup is illustrated in Figure 2. The proposed schemes can be considered as
a downlink transmission phase, initiated by an Access Point (AP) equipped with nt antennas
(nt ≥ 2) in a system with N single-antenna users. By exploiting the MIMO/MISO spatial
signal processing capabilities and employing an appropriate transmission technique, the AP
can serve up to nt users at the same frequency and time. Nevertheless, in order to extract
multiuser diversity gain, the pool of served users should exceed the number of transmitting
antennas (i.e., N > nt). Transmitting multiple downlink packets simultaneously, however, is
feasible only when there is no interference among the selected users, or in a more realistic
case, when the interference is relatively low. Hence, the AP must have some knowledge of
the channel to select the most appropriate set of users for each transmission. These issues
must be handled by the MAC layer in a practical way, as it will be described in detail in the
following sections.
3.2. MIMO/MISO channel
With the use of OFDM, the frequency selective MIMO/MISO channel is transformed into
a number of frequency flat channels. In particular, a block-fading model is considered
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Figure 2. Scenario setup
for the channel which remains constant during the coherence time and changes between
consecutive time intervals with independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian
entries ∼ CN (0, 1). This model represents the IEEE 802.11n channel model B in NLOS
conditions [29], assuming that there are no time correlations among the different blocks
and that the channel impulse response changes at a much slower rate than the transmitted
baseband signal.
In the considered MISO downlink scenario, the channel between the AP that is equipped
with nt antennas and the ith single-antenna user (out of N total users with N > nt) is
described by a 1 × nt complex channel matrix hi(t). Let x(t) be the nt × 1 vector with the
transmitted signal to all the selected users in a particular transmission sequence and yi(t).
Then, the received signal for the ith user can be expressed as
yi(t) = hi(t)x(t) + zi(t) (1)
where zi(t) is an additive Gaussian complex noise component with zero mean and E{|zi|
2} =
σ
2 is the noise variance. The transmitted signal x(t) encloses the independent data symbols
si(t) to all the selected users with E{|si|
2} = 1. A total transmitted power constraint Pt = 1
is considered and for ease of notation, time index is dropped whenever possible.
3.3. Multibeam Opportunistic Beamforming (MOB)
Multibeam Opportunistic Beamforming (MOB) is a low-complexity transmission technique
for multiple-antenna broadcast channels [30]. MOB requires the presence of multiple
antennas at the transmitter side and one or more antennas at each receiving user, meaning
that it can be applied to MISO or MIMO scenarios. Its goal is to exploit multiuser diversity
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by finding a set of orthogonal users that can be simultaneously served on orthogonal beams,
while maintaining the interference low. The key advantage of this transmission scheme is
that it only requires partial Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitter side in terms
of the user received SNIR, making it very suitable for multiuser downlink communications.
The main steps of MOB are illustrated in Figure 3. It should be mentioned that these steps
describe the main concept behind the MOB scheme without entering into implementation
details. These will be more thoroughly addressed in Section 4 where the description of
the proposed multiuser MAC schemes will take place. At the beginning of each transmission
sequence, the AP forms nt random orthogonal beams, equal to the number of its transmitting
antennas (plot (a)). The users measure the SNIR related to each beam, select the highest
measured SNIR value to the AP (plot (b)). In turn, the AP selects the best user for each
beam and initiates the downlink data transmission (plot (c)). The scheme presented in [30]
involves the opportunistic transmission by the users with the highest instantaneous SNIR for
each beam, although MOB can also be combined with different scheduling policies.
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Figure 3. Basic steps of MOB transmission technique
Through this low-complexity processing based on the instantaneous SNIR values, the MOB
scheme achieves a high system sum rate by spatially multiplexing several users at the same
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time. In the best case where nt users are selected for downlink transmission, the transmitted
signal x can be expressed as
x =
√
1
nt
nt
∑
k=1
bk sk (2)
where sk are the data symbols that correspond to the kth selected user, bk is the assigned
unit-power beam and the square root term is employed for total power constraint.
Although the beams are orthogonally generated, some of this orthogonality is lost in the
propagation channel [30]. Consequently, some interference is generated by each beam on
non-intended users. The SNIR formulation for the kth user that is served by the vth beam is
SNIRk,v =
1
nt
|hkbk|
2
σ
2 +
nt
∑
u 6=v
1
nt
|hkbu|
2
(3)
where a uniform power allocation is considered. The numerator is the received power from
the desired beam, while the denominator represents the noise plus the interference power
from the other beams.
As the number of users N grows, the AP can search for users in a larger pool, thus increasing
the probability of finding a set of nt users that do not interfere a lot among themselves
[30]. Obviously, having N ≈ nt results in an interference limited system, but for more
practical values, such as nt = 2 transmit antennas and N ≥ 10 users, this scheme is efficient
and has been shown to obtain higher performance with respect to single user opportunistic
beamforming [31], [32].
The IEEE 802.11n PHY layer specification does not contemplate multiuser transmissions,
even though it supports beamforming as a means to achieve higher data rates in
point-to-point communications. Since the MOB scheme is practically a random beamforming
transmission technique, it can be easily implemented within the standard without any further
requirements in terms of hardware. The only necessary modification is to set accordingly the
values of the beamforming steering matrices defined in the standard in order to form the
random orthonormal beams.
4. Multiuser MAC schemes
The MOB technique is a low-complexity transmission scheme that can be easily implemented
at the PHY layer to provide multiuser downlink communications. In a practical system,
however, the beamforming scheme must be accompanied by a set of MAC layer functions
to collect the necessary feedback information and handle the additional challenges that
stem from simultaneous multiuser transmissions. This section will present three MAC
layer schemes that modify the IEEE 802.11n MAC protocol to account for the demands and
restrictions of the MOB technique. The required modifications are easy to implement within
the IEEE 802.11n/ac standards and are backward compatible with the legacy single user
transmission, in the sense that MOB and legacy users can coexist in the system.
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Since the proposed MAC schemes aim to support the MOB transmission technique, they
provide a common set of functions, graphically shown in Figure 4. These functions provide
a practical MAC layer implementation to complement the three steps of the MOB scheme,
namely the generation of the orthonormal beams, the acquisition of CSI feedback and the
multiuser downlink transmission. In continuation, it is convenient to first present the
common framework that applies to the three proposed schemes before proceeding with their
detailed description that will focus on their differences in terms of complexity and efficiency.
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Figure 4. MAC layer functions to support the MOB transmission technique
As illustrated in Figure 4, the common functions provided by the MAC layer schemes are:
• The initiation of the downlink phase. The proposed multiuser schemes constitute a downlink
phase that is always initiated by the AP, so for the sake of simplicity the backoff
mechanism defined in the IEEE 802.11 specification is not employed in this study.
Generally, in a scenario with both uplink and downlink transmissions, the AP would have
to follow the backoff rules to gain access to the medium before initiating the downlink
phase.
• The generation of a multiuser RTS frame. The initiation of the downlink phase is marked by
the transmission of a modified RTS frame that basically serves two purposes:
1. It is a call for participation in the downlink phase that may be addressed to a subset or
to all the associated users (i.e., multicast or broadcast). The employed receiver address
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included in the RTS is a point of differentiation between the proposed schemes and
will be discussed later in this section.
2. It acts as a sounding frame that will enable the receiving users to measure the SNIR
on each of the nt generated beams. For this reason, the PHY layer preamble of the RTS
contains a number of HT-LTFs (High-Throughput Long Training Fields), as defined in
IEEE 802.11n standard. Apart from the training fields, the main body of the RTS frame
is transmitted conventionally (i.e., on a single beam).
The structure of the modified RTS frame is shown in Figure 5. The length of the PHY
layer preamble of the RTS frame is determined by the number nt of spatial streams (i.e.,
orthonormal beams and subsequently antennas). For a single-antenna transmission, a
PHY layer header of 28 µs is introduced, whereas for every additional spatial stream an
extra HT-LTF of 4 µs is required. The description of the PHY header fields is given in
Table 1 and more details can be found in the IEEE 802.11n specification [2].1 The length
of the MAC header mainly depends on the receiver address field. When a single receiver
address is employed, the MAC header has a length of 20 bytes. Nevertheless, some of the
proposed MAC schemes include multiple destinations in this address field, as it will be
further clarified later.
RTS
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HT-
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Frame 
Control
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Figure 5. Structure of the modified RTS frame
Element Description
HT-GF-STF High-Throughput (HT) Greenfield Short Training Field
HT-LTF1 First HT Long Training Field
HT-SIG HT SIGNAL Field
HT-LTF HT Long Training Field
Table 1. Elements of the PHY layer header for the Multiuser MAC schemes
• The transmission of a CTS frame by the downlink users. Once the users receive the RTS
frame and estimate their channel quality, they reply with a CTS frame that, unless
otherwise stated, contains the best measured SNIR value and an integer identifier that
corresponds to the respective beam. The structure of the modified CTS frame is shown
in Figure 6. Assuming single-antenna users, a 28 µs PHY layer preamble is required,
1 The PHY layer header structure presented in this section has been based on the IEEE 802.11n greenfield operation
mode meant for IEEE 802.11n-only compatible stations. If compatibility with legacy devices is desired, the PHY layer
headers should be modified accordingly, as indicated in Clause 20 of the IEEE 802.11n specification [2].
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whereas the MAC header complies with the IEEE 802.11n specification, with the addition
of an extra 1-byte field that contains the CSI information (i.e., the SNIR and the beam
identifier).2 Two design issues arise at this point. The first is whether a CTS should be
transmitted by every polled user, or a limit should be posed to the number of CTS replies,
for example by filtering out users with very bad channel conditions. The second issue
concerns the transmission order of the CTS frames by the multiple users which can be
either deterministic, thus collision-free, or random (probabilistic) that will likely result to
collisions among simultaneously transmitted CTS. These two issues will be handled in
different ways by the proposed MAC schemes, as it will be discussed later.
CTS
PHY Header
28 μs
HT-GF-
STF
HT-LTF HT-SIG
HT-
LTF
8 μs 8 μs 8 μs 4 μs
MAC Header
15 bytes
FCS
Frame 
Control
Duration / 
ID
Rx 
Address
4 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes 6 bytes
CSI
1 byte
Figure 6. Structure of the modified CTS frame, including CSI feedback
• The transmission of multiuser data frames by the AP. Once the AP collects the feedback
information included in the CTS frames it assigns the user with the highest measured
SNIR on each beam (at most one user per beam) and transmits a maximum of nt
data packets simultaneously. The data packets employ the channel over the same time,
frequency and code but are transmitted over different beams. This can be supported by
the IEEE 802.11n standard, by exploiting the multiplexing capabilities of multi-antenna
systems. This is actually an important shift from current systems where the simultaneous
transmission of multiple packets in the same medium leads to collision and packet loss.
Link adaptation is also employed and the transmission rate on each beam is determined
by the measured SNIR.
• The transmission of ACK frames. The users signal the correct reception of a data frame by
transmitting an ACK. In the proposed schemes, the multiple (up to nt) ACK frames are
transmitted sequentially, following the mapping of the users onto the beams.
In the remaining part of this section, the three proposed MAC layer schemes will be described
in detail.
4.1. Mu-Basic scheme
The first and simplest scheme is called Mu-Basic and is a straightforward adaptation of the
IEEE 802.11 mechanism to support downlink multiuser transmission. This scheme is based
on the principle that at most nt users can be served simultaneously by an AP equipped with
nt transmitting antennas that generate an equal number of orthogonal beams. Hence, in the
2 In this work, it has been assumed that a SNIR quantization scheme has been employed so that the CSI field can be
sufficiently represented by 1 byte.
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beginning of the transmission sequence, the AP randomly selects nt users from the downlink
message buffer and transmits a multidestination RTS frame that includes the respective nt
receiver addresses, as illustrated in Figure 7.
The figure focuses on the receiver address field, since the remaining part of the RTS frame
follows the structure indicated previously (Figure 5). The order in which the addresses are
listed serves two purposes. First, it indicates the order in which CTS frames are to be sent in
order to avoid collisions. Second, the address list is used to implicitly map the polled users
to the beams. The users that receive the RTS frame check whether their address is in the list
and wait for a predefined time before sending a CTS, which includes the SNIR measurement
that corresponds to the assigned beam.3 Note that in this case, the users do not reply with
the best SNIR value since the beam assignment is predefined by the AP.
Rx 
Address
Mu-Basic RTS
...
Rx Address 
(beam nt)
Rx Address 
(beam 2)
Rx Address 
(beam 1)
6 bytes 6 bytes 6 bytes
Figure 7. The modified RTS frame for the Mu-Basic scheme
CTS
AP
STA1
ACK
ACK
CTS
STA2
STAN
…
 
CTS Phase
(Collision-free)
STA3
NAV (RTS) NAV (MPDU)Other 
STA
SIFS
ACK PhaseData Phase
Mu-Basic Downlink Transmission Sequence
DIFS
Multiuser MPDU
(STA3 @ beam 1, STA1 @ beam 2)
RTS
(STA3, STA1)
Multidest.
RTS Phase
Figure 8. Transmission sequence example for the Mu-Basic scheme
The AP proceeds to the simultaneous transmission of the nt data packets after selecting the
transmission rate for each beam, according to the corresponding SNIR measurement that
indicates the link quality. The users acknowledge the data reception by sequentially sending
3 Since each CTS slot is of a fixed duration (i.e., a SIFS time and the time required for the transmission of the 15 byte
CTS with the minimum available transmission rate) and assuming negligible propagation delays, each user can
determine when to initiate the CTS transmission.
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an ACK frame. An example of the transmission sequence according to the Mu-Basic scheme
is given in Figure 8. In this example, there are nt = 2 antennas at the AP, so two users are
randomly selected for transmission (STA3 and STA1).
To avoid collisions by users that do not participate in the process, the IEEE 802.11 NAV
mechanism can be employed. For this reason, the time from the transmission of the RTS until
the end of the CTS phase is marked in the duration field of the RTS frame (Figure 5). The
remaining time of the frame sequence, from the end of the CTS phase until the transmission
of the last ACK, is indicated in the respective duration field of the data packet MAC header.
Hence, non-participating users can set their NAV timer upon the RTS reception and can later
update it when the header of a data packet is decoded.
Mu-Basic is easy to implement since it is a simple polling scheme initiated by the AP.
Its performance will serve as a benchmark for the evaluation of the two more advanced
multiuser schemes that will be presented next. In the considered case the destination users
are randomly selected, however different criteria could also be applied to prioritize users
with specific demands (e.g., with delay sensitive applications). Mu-Basic requires some
additional overhead in the RTS frame as multiple receiver addresses must be included, but
has the shortest possible CTS phase, since the number of received CTS frames is equal to
the nt served users (it would not make sense to receive feedback from less than nt users
if all the parallel streams were to be employed). On the other hand, multiuser diversity
is not exploited since the users are scheduled without any consideration of their channel
quality. Thus, the user selection and the beam assignment processes are not optimally
done. As a result, the interference among the scheduled set of users may be high, leading to
transmissions at low data rates (i.e. interference controlled system).
4.2. Mu-Opportunistic scheme
In an effort to exploit multiuser diversity and transmit opportunistically to the best set of
users, according to the principles of the MOB transmission technique, the Mu-opportunistic
scheme has been proposed. This scheme provides a mechanism for the AP to acquire the CSI
of all users before reaching a scheduling decision, in order to optimize user selection and
beam allocation. To this end, in the beginning of the transmission sequence, the AP polls
all users with available data for downlink transmission. For the sake of simplicity, it will be
assumed that the system is under saturation and there is always downlink traffic for each of
the N system users.4 Hence, the AP transmits a multidestination RTS frame that includes
the N receiver addresses of all the network, as illustrated in Figure 9.
Rx 
Address
Mu-Opportunistic 
RTS
...
Rx Address 
(user 1)
Rx Address 
(user 2)
Rx Address 
(user N)
6 bytes 6 bytes 6 bytes
Figure 9. The modified RTS frame for the Mu-Opportunistic scheme
4 The non saturation case will be examined later in this chapter.
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AP
STA1
STA2
STAN
…
 
CTS Phase (Collision-free)
STA3
NAV (RTS) NAV (MPDU)Other 
STA
SIFS
ACK PhaseData Phase
Mu-Opportunistic Downlink Transmission Sequence
DIFS
RTS
(STA1, STA2,…,STAN )
...
CTS
CTS
CTS
Multiuser MPDU
(STA2 @ beam 1, STAN @ beam 2)
ACK
ACK
Multidest.
RTS Phase
Figure 10. Transmission sequence example for the Mu-Opportunistic scheme
The users measure the SNIR on all the beams and include the maximum SNIR value in the
CTS, along with an integer identifier of the beam that yielded that value. As before, CTS
packets are transmitted in a collision-free manner, following the order of the address list in
the RTS. After receiving all the feedback, the AP assigns each beam to the user with the
highest SNIR and proceeds to the downlink data transmission. If a beam is not selected by
any user then it is not used for transmission, even though this is not likely to happen very
often for a large number of active users and a time-varying channel. Correct data reception is
marked by the transmission of ACK frames that are sent sequentially, according to the beam
allocation order (the user served on the first beam replies first, and so on). An example of
the transmission sequence according to the Mu-Opportunistic scheme is given in Figure 10.
In this example, there are nt = 2 antennas at the AP and N users with available data. The AP
receives N CTS frames and then selects the best set of users (STA2 and STAN , in the example)
for the downlink data transmission.
The Mu-Opportunistic fully exploits multiuser diversity since it opportunistically schedules
users with good channel conditions and with low mutual interference (i.e., users with high
SNIR values measured on different beams). The weakness of this scheme is that it introduces
significant overhead, mainly due to the long CTS phase, and the trade-off between overhead
and efficiency becomes critical, especially as the number of users N grows.
4.3. Mu-Threshold scheme
The Multiuser Threshold-Selective algorithm (Mu-Threshold) is the third proposed multiuser
MAC layer scheme. It maintains the opportunistic scheduling policy of selecting a set of
users with high rates and lowmutual interference but also aims to limit the additional control
overhead. In order to achieve these objectives, it introduces two major changes with respect
to the Mu-Opportunistic scheme:
• Instead of the deterministic, collision-free CTS transmissions, Mu-Threshold introduces a
CTS contention phase during which users compete with each other within a predefined
number of slots. Generally, even though collisions among CTS frames are likely to occur,
the number of slots is smaller than the total number of users, thus reducing the length of
the CTS phase.
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• In order to reduce the CTS collision probability, the algorithm imposes a SNIR threshold
so that only users with a relatively good channel are allowed to participate in the feedback
process. Even though the idea of threshold application is not new, the novelty lies in the
inclusion of this concept in a feasible MAC scheme for a multiuser MIMO scenario.
The frame exchange sequence of the Mu-Threshold scheme is initiated with the broadcast
transmission of an RTS by the AP. The advantage of this configuration is that it calls all the
users to participate in the CTS contention phase by employing a single 6-byte destination
address instead of a long address list, as shown in Figure 11. Without doubt, this setup
is meaningful under a saturation scenario in which the AP has always packets to transmit
to all the associated users. This consideration is made to facilitate the evaluation of the
full potential of the Mu-Threshold scheme, given that opportunistic downlink schemes are
mostly needed under high-traffic conditions. In non-saturation conditions, the Mu-Threshold
scheme could be applied with a minor modification. In this case, the AP would have to
periodically set up multicast groups with the subset of active users (i.e., those who are
waiting to receive downlink data) and use a multicast instead of a broadcast address.
After the RTS transmission, a CTS contention phase of m slots is initiated, with m being
a system parameter subject to optimization. The slots have a predefined length, equal to
a SIFS duration plus the time required for the transmission of the 15 byte CTS with the
minimum available transmission rate. Depending on whether the maximum SNIR measured
by a user is above or below the threshold, the user is either allowed to participate in this
phase, or forced to remain silent until the beginning of a new frame sequence. Those allowed
to participate select randomly a slot with equal probability and transmit a CTS containing
the maximum measured SNIR and the corresponding beam identifier. Whenever multiple
users select the same slot a collision occurs and the involved CTS frames are considered lost
(the capture effect is not considered, even though it could increase the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme). A slot can also remain empty if no user selects it for transmission.
Rx 
Address
Mu-Threshold
RTS
6 bytes
Rx  Broadcast 
Address
Figure 11. The modified RTS frame for the Mu-Threshold scheme
The next stage of the algorithm depends on the outcome of the contention phase. If no CTS
has been correctly received (due to either collisions or lack of user participation because of
the SNIR threshold value) no data is transmitted and a new contention phase is initiated.5
User synchronization has been assumed, so that a collision in the mth slot only affects the
involved CTS packets and does not have any effect on transmissions in the remaining slots
of the contention phase. Thus, if at least one CTS is received, transmission of downlink data
packets can take place. As before, the AP assigns the best user on each beam, based on
5 Different policies could be implemented to avoid the presence of empty frames (e.g., transmission to a randomly
selected user or to a user with a long waiting time using a basic rate) but will not be considered in this work.
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AP
STA1
STA2
STAN
…
 
CTS Contention Phase
STA3
NAV (RTS) NAV (MPDU)Other 
STA
SIFS
ACK PhaseData Phase
Mu-Threshold Downlink Transmission Sequence
DIFS
CTS
CTS
CTS
Multicast
RTS Phase
RTS
(multicast address )
CTS
...
Multiuser MPDU
(STAN @ beam 1, STA3 @ beam 2)
ACK
ACK
Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot m...
Figure 12. Transmission sequence example for the Mu-Threshold scheme
the feedback information collected by the received CTS frames and transmits a maximum
of nt data packets simultaneously. Note that, unlike the contention phase where collisions
among CTS frames can occur, the transmission of data is collision-free. Finally, the users
acknowledge the data reception by sequentially sending an ACK frame, following the order
of the user mapping onto the beams.
An example of the transmission sequence according to the Mu-Threshold scheme is given in
Figure 12. In this example, there are nt = 2 antennas at the AP and N users with available
data that compete in m CTS slots (with m < N in general). Some users may select the same
slot and collide (e.g., STA1 and STA2), others may transmit a CTS successfully (e.g. STA3 and
STAN) and finally a number of users will refrain from this phase due to their unfavorable
channel conditions.
An important decision is the selection of the SNIR threshold that serves two purposes: it
reduces the number of contending users, thus decreasing the probability of CTS collisions,
and it filters out those users with harsh channel condition, resulting to transmissions with
higher data rates. Nevertheless, selecting a high threshold could cause adverse effects such
as starvation if the majority of users experience low link quality. The threshold is determined
by the AP and it is made known to the users during an initial association phase (alternatively,
it could be included in the RTS packet, thus increasing its size by a few overhead bits). It
is also possible to design a dynamic scheme that will adapt the threshold value at runtime
depending on measured channel statistics.
The number of the CTS contention slots m is another important parameter that depends
on the number of participating users which, in turn, is determined by the total number of
users N, their channel condition and the selected threshold. An interesting observation is
that, since the duration of each CTS slot is fixed, the duration field of the RTS packet (that
indicates the length of the CTS phase) implicitly reveals the number of contention slots m.
Therefore, the AP can let the users know the value of m without requiring an additional
control field.
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5. Performance evaluation
5.1. Simulation setup
This section will focus on the performance evaluation of the proposed multiuser schemes.
Simulation results have been obtained with the help of a custom-made link layer simulation
tool implemented in C++. Theoretical analysis of the proposed schemes has also been derived
and more details can be found in [33].
The simulation setup considers an infrastructure downlink network that consists of an AP
with nt = 2 transmitting antennas and N = 10 single-antenna users (MISO scenario). An
ideal Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) that ensures error-free data transmission has
been assumed at the PHY layer, given that the rate for each transmission is selected according
to the link quality, as expressed by the SNIR.
A channel model that represents the IEEE 802.11n channel model B in Non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) conditions has been considered [29]. As mentioned in Section 3.2, a block-fading
model with independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian entries ∼ CN (0, 1)
has been considered, with a noise variance of 0.1.6 Each block corresponds to the duration of
a frame sequence and no correlations have been assumed among the different blocks. This
model has been employed to generate a SNIR matrix that represents the channel condition of
each user on a frame-by-frame basis. The SNIR limits employed to determine the available
transmission rate of each user are given in Table 2 [34].
Rate (Mbps) SNIR (dB)
0 (no transmission) ≤-8
6 -8 to 12.5
9 12.5 to 14
12 14 to 16.5
18 16.5 to 19
24 19 to 22.5
36 22.5 to 26
48 26 to 28
54 >28
Table 2. SNIR thresholds
Four different scenarios have been considered, characterized by four channel
implementations (i.e., different SNIR matrices) denoted by ChA, ChB,ChC and ChD. The
average link quality varies for each channel, with ChA corresponding to the most unfavorable
conditions and ChD representing a channel with high quality links. For reference, the average
user SNIR for channels ChA to ChD is 15dB, 17dB, 20dB and 25dB, respectively. According to
Table 2, the average user rate for each scenario will be 12, 18, 24, and 36 Mbps, respectively.
Since the channel realizations are random, the available rate for each user at every time
6 Without loss of generality, a relatively low noise variance has been used. Higher values would lead to different
numerical results but without affecting the behavior of the evaluated MAC schemes.
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instance will oscillate around the mean value (with the same variance for all users), through
the block fading channel defined in Section 3.2.
Parameter Value
Number of antennas (AP) nt = 2
Number of antennas (Users) nr = 1
Downlink Users N = 10
SIFS 16 µs
aSlotTime 9 µs
PHY Header (AP) 28 µs
PHY Header (Users) 32 µs
MAC Header 40 bytes
RTS (Mu-Basic) 14 + 6 · nt bytes
RTS (Mu-Opportunistic) 14 + 6 · N bytes
RTS (Mu-Threshold) 20 bytes
CTS 15 bytes
DATA 2312 bytes
ACK 14 bytes
Bandwidth 20 MHz
Table 3. Simulation parameters
Saturated traffic conditions have been considered, with a constant flow of downlink traffic
for all users always available at the buffers of the AP. The rationale behind this assumption
has been to evaluate the maximum gain that can be extracted from downlink transmissions,
which requires the system to operate under heavy traffic load. Unless otherwise stated, the
size of the data packets has been fixed to 2312 bytes. All control frames are transmitted at
the lowest rate (i.e., at 6 Mbps) to ensure correct reception. The IEEE 802.11n frame format
has been adopted at the MAC layer, with the modifications proposed in Section 4 for each
multiuser scheme. A summary of the simulation parameters is given in Table 3.
5.2. Performance comparison of the multiuser schemes
This section compares the performance achieved by the proposed multiuser MAC schemes,
Mu-Basic, Mu-Opportunistic and Mu-Threshold. Figures 13 and 14 plot the throughput and
mean total delay performance for the four channel models, N = 10 users and a packet size
of L = 2312 bytes. The performance of the non-realistic Mu-Ideal scheme is also depicted,
as a reference of the upper bound that corresponds to the considered scenarios. Mu-Ideal is
an ideal opportunistic multiuser scheme in which the users with the highest SNIR values
are scheduled on each beam. In other words, the same scheduling objective as in the
Mu-Opportunistic scheme (Section 4.2) is targeted. The difference is that, in the Mu-Ideal
scheme it has been assumed that the AP has a perfect knowledge of the channel condition
and can select the best set of users without any additional overhead. Clearly, this scheme is
not practical, since some mechanism for the CSI acquisition must be available at the AP.
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The presented results for the Mu-Threshold have been obtained by considering the best
combination of threshold and CTS slot number values. These optimum parameters are
summarized in Table 4. In general, the channel statistics influence heavily the Mu-Threshold
performance and the optimization of the algorithm is not straightforward since different
objectives must be met to maximize performance in diverse scenarios. This can be better
understood by examining the percentage of empty frames, given in the last column of
the table. In the case of ChD, this percentage is low, meaning that the majority of frames
feature single or double data transmissions. On the other hand, for harsh channels the
minislot-threshold combination that maximizes throughput may result to a higher number
of empty frames (even up to 50% for ChA), thus revealing that it is more efficient, as far as
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throughput is concerned, to transmit fewer packets but with a higher rate that to transmit in
every transmit sequence with lower rates.
Channel
Threshold Slots Empty Frames
rγ m %
ChA 24 2 49.9
ChB 24 3 29.2
ChC 36 3 30.7
ChD 48 3 23.9
Table 4. Best configuration for Mu-Threshold scheme
The performance of the two opportunistic schemes, Mu-Opportunistic and Mu-Threshold, is
bound between Mu-Basic and Mu-Ideal schemes. To illustrate this point, two performance
statistics have been calculated in Table 5. The first metric reflects the throughput gain of the
two schemes with respect to the Mu-Basic algorithm. It can be observed that both schemes
improve performance under all the considered channel models by scheduling users with
high available transmission rates. However, the exact value of the achieved gain depends on
the channel quality. For harsh channels, the improvement is more pronounced. In the case of
ChA, for instance, a gain of approximately 66 % and 99 % is obtained by Mu-Opportunistic
and Mu-Threshold, respectively. On the other hand, when the channel quality is good, as in
ChD, the need for opportunistic scheduling is less critical. Nevertheless, even in that case, an
enhancement of more than 20 % can be achieved.
Throughput gain (%) Improvement margin (%)
with respect to Mu-Basic with respect to Mu-Ideal
Channel Mu-Opport. Mu-Thres. Mu-Opport. Mu-Thres.
ChA 65.84 99.21 26.80 5.56
ChB 75.76 94.36 35.64 22.66
ChC 49.67 62.69 47.03 35.25
ChD 17.25 23.47 65.45 57.11
Table 5. Performance statistics for the proposed multiuser schemes
Mu-Opportunistic and Mu-Threshold are two efficient multiuser schemes but there is still
a margin for improvement in order to achieve the upper bound set by the Mu-Ideal. The
second metric presented in Table 5 refers to the the available improvement margin. The
three schemes share the principle of opportunistic scheduling, but implement it in different
ways. Mu-Ideal assumes perfect CSI knowledge without any additional overhead cost, which
is an assumption that does not hold for realistic schemes. Mu-Opportunistic introduces
considerable overhead since N = 10 CTS packets are sent in each transmission sequence.
Finally, Mu-Threshold manages to reduce overhead by employing m control slots, with m
usually much smaller than the number of total users N (in the presented example, the best
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performance throughput has been obtained for no more than m = 3 slots). As a result,
Mu-Threshold is closer to the Mu-Ideal.
Another interesting observation is that the two practical schemes are closer to the ideal under
worse channel conditions. In the case of ChA, for instance, the improvement margin is
26.8 % for Mu-Opportunistic and only 5.6 % for Mu-Threshold (less that 1 Mbps below
the upper throughput bound). The gap between the achieved throughput and the ideal
performance opens as the channel conditions improve and in the case of ChD both schemes
have an improvement margin of more than 50 %. This occurs because the overhead
information, consisting of control packets transmitted at the lowest rate, has a greater impact
on performance when high data rates are employed.
Table 6 gives an estimation of the improvement achieved by exploiting the multiuser
diversity. This gain is reflected in the increase of the average data transmission rate compared
to the average user rate for each channel model. The average data transmission rate is
calculated as the average of the rates employed for the transmission of all data frames. The
average user rate is obtained by calculating the average value of the maximum rate at which
a user can transmit, if the best beam (i.e., with the higher SNIR) for the particular user is
selected. This value depends on the channel model and is indicated in the second column of
the table.
Channel
Avg. User Avg. Tx Rate (Mbps)
Rate (Mbps) Mu-Basic Mu-Opport. Mu-Thres. Mu-Ideal
ChA 12 9.73 18.77 27.60 18.77
ChB 18 14.37 23.76 30.48 23.76
ChC 24 19.01 34.46 44.40 34.46
ChD 36 32.41 46.73 51.64 46.73
Table 6. Multiuser diversity gain
In the case of Mu-Basic, the average transmission rate is lower than the average user rate.
This is a direct consequence of random scheduling and beam allocation: users may be
selected for transmission when their channel quality is low, or they may receive increased
interference from other simultaneous transmissions due to the suboptimal beam allocation.
Mu-Opportunistic, on the other hand, exploits multiuser diversity by assigning the best
user on every beam. As a result, most transmissions take place at rates above the average.
In the case of ChD, for instance, the transmission rate is 46.7 Mbps whereas the average
user rate is limited to 36 Mbps. It should be noted that Mu-Opportunistic yields the
same average transmission rate as the Mu-Ideal scheme, since both schemes implement
the same scheduling policy. Despite providing the same transmission rate, the throughput
performance of Mu-Opportunistic is lower than the ideal, due to the additional control
overhead required for the CSI acquisition.
Finally, the maximum transmission rate values are achieved byMu-Threshold. At first glance,
is seems puzzling to obtain rates above those of the Mu-Ideal scheme. Nevertheless, this can
be explained with the help of the data presented in Table 4. By imposing a rate threshold,
Mu-Threshold scheme controls the minimum rate that can be employed for transmission.
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For instance, in the case of ChD, the optimum performance is achieved for a threshold of
48 Mbps, meaning that all transmissions have taken place at the rates of 48 and 54 Mbps,
thus increasing the average transmission rate. On the other hand, since the average user rate
for this channel is 36 Mbps, there is a high possibility that users may not satisfy the threshold
condition, resulting to empty frames with no data transmissions. For the best configuration
of Mu-Threshold for ChD, the percentage of empty frames is approximately 24% of the total
frame sequences, as indicated in the last column of Table 4.
So far, a relatively small number of users, N = 10 has been considered. The following set
of plots in Figure 15 shows the maximum throughput obtained by Mu-Opportunistic and
Mu-Threshold as a function of the number of system users N for channel models ChA and
ChD. The best configuration for the Mu-Threshold has been considered and the employed
values for the slot number and the rate threshold are also indicated in the figure.
In the case of Mu-Opportunistic, throughput decreases as the number of users grows. This
is an unavoidable consequence of the control overhead required for the acquisition of CSI
by all the system users. The degradation is more pronounced as the channel improves (e.g.,
ChD) and higher rates are employed for the data transmission (but not the overhead that is
sent at the lowest supported rate). The lesson learned from this observation is that when
multiple users are present, the Mu-Opportunistic mechanism is not very efficient. As a more
viable alternative, the AP could divide the users in smaller groups and poll a user subset in
each transmission sequence. This would reduce the multiuser gain but would also limit the
introduced overhead.
On the other hand, Mu-Threshold handles multiple users in a more efficient way and
throughput is actually improved as the user number increases. Several factors affect this
behavior. First, when more users are present, the gain extracted from multiuser diversity
also increases, since there is a higher probability of assigning a high-user rate on each beam.
Second, unlike the Mu-Opportunistic scheme, the control overhead does not increase linearly
with N but depends on the number of CTS slots m.
The selection of the slot number and the rate threshold provides a flexible mechanism
to control the number of participating users in each transmission sequence. The best
configuration depends on the channel distribution but generally the following principles
hold:
• More slots are required as the number of user grows, to reduce the collision probability
in the contention window. By observing the best configuration for each case, marked in
Figure 15, it can be said that m generally follows an increasing trend.
• The collision probability can also be reduced by increasing the rate threshold, which
results to a smaller number of participating users (but with higher available rates). Again,
as the number of users grows, the threshold is progressively raised.
6. Conclusions
This chapter has presented a novel approach for the integration of multiuser capabilities in
IEEE 802.11n/ac based WLANs. On one hand, a low-complexity beamforming technique
named MOB has been employed at the PHY layer. The main strength of MOB lies in the
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Figure 15. Throughput performance comparison versus the number of users
fact that it only requires partial CSI information at the transmitter side, in the form of SNIR
measurements acquired by the downlink users. Since the IEEE 802.11n/ac specifications
support beamforming, MOB can be easily implemented with minor modifications in the
beamforming steering matrices.
On the other hand, in order to exploit the potential of the MOB technique in a realistic
scenario, it is necessary to design appropriate MAC layer mechanisms to handle multiuser
transmissions. In this chapter, three MAC layer schemes have been proposed. The first
scheme, Mu-Basic, implemented a simple random scheduling multiuser scheme, meant to
serve as a performance reference. Then, two opportunistic schemes have been proposed,
Mu-Opportunistic and Mu-Threshold, that enhance performance by extracting the multiuser
diversity gain.
The performance evaluation of the proposed multiuser schemes has led to many interesting
observations. The lessons learned can be employed to improve the proposed algorithms
but also as more general guidelines in the design of multiuser MAC schemes. The more
remarkable conclusions are summarized as follows:
• When the best set of users is opportunistically selected depending on their measured
channel quality, the gain achieved by multiuser transmissions can be significant.
• Multiuser diversity gain increases with the number of system users, since there is a higher
probability of finding a high-rate set of users among a larger user pool. On the other
hand, more users come with a cost of additional control overhead for the CSI acquisition.
Mu-Threshold handles efficiently multiple users by setting appropriately the slot number
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and the rate threshold parameters. In the case of Mu-Opportunistic scheme, the control
overhead increases linearly with the user number and performance eventually drops.
• Under harsh channels, the performance of the proposed multiuser schemes approaches
the upper performance bound set by the ideal case of having perfect CSI knowledge with
no additional overhead. On the other hand, under more favorable channel conditions,
there is still a margin for potential improvement by exploiting multiuser transmissions.
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